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ABSTRACT 
.*       A jstuj^ wf>s "^de.pf flo1" characteristics of an .adjustable 
nozzle cascade of a radial-inflow turbine.    Nozzles of two dif- 
ferent heights were tested at three trailing edge angles and two 
supply pressures.   The test data show that for the low pressure 
test, the loss coefficient at three different radial locations 
varied from about 0.035 to 0.12 for nozzle height of 0.200 in. 
and from about 0.05 to 0.24 for the nozzle height of 0.148 in. 
For the high pressure test the results show that the loss coeffi- 
cient for the nozzle height 0.200 in. varied from about 0.02 to 
0.08 and for the nozzle height 0.148 in. from 0.06 to 0.14, 
depending on radius. 
The flow angles at three different radial locations were 
obtained using the mass flow rate.    For the low pressure test, 
the flow angles for probe location no. 1 varied from 21 to 28 
degrees for different nozzle heights and setting angles.   The 
range of flow angles for probe location no. 2 under the same 
conditions as probe no. 1 was from 23 to 30 degrees and for probe 
no. 3 this range was from 25 to 35 degrees.    For the high pressure 
test, the results indicate that the range of the flow angles 
for probe location no. 1 was from 25 to 37 degrees, for probe 
location no. 2 it was from 28 to 39 degrees, and for probe loca- 
tion no. 3 it was from 30 to 44 degrees.    In general, the results 
-1- 
show that as the Reynolds number, ReH, increases from 2.4x10 
to 4^Z^0--.-the--f4ow •aTtgles--.iMfjea5e.-jancl,..the.. loss coeffJcigmts- 
decrease, 
-2- 
I.      INTRODUCTION 
The radial flow . tur&ine has had..a .long history of de.ye.lQ5BS.ent 
CLyears ago, when the first comroerci^jpj^dra 111 i r. turbine 
(C-1830) was developed by a French engineer, Fourneyron.    His 
system was of the radial-outflow type.    In 1847 a radial-inflow 
type of hydraulic turbine was built by Francis and Boyden in 
the U.S.A.    The amount of work that one can get from a radial- 
inflow turbine depends on the difference between the product of 
tangential component of flow velocity and rotor speed, UVQ, at 
entry and exit of rotor.   To have the positive work the product 
of UVQ at the entry to the rotor must be greater than at rotor 
o 
exit. This can be achieved by producing large component of 
tangential flow velocity at rotor entry and allowing little or 
no swirl in the exit absolute flow. The large component of 
tangential velocity V = V cose can be obtained by either large 
mass flow rate or small flow angle at rotor entry. To achieve 
these goals, one needs to know the conditions of the flow after 
the nozzles. The purpose of this investigation was to obtain 
a better understanding of the flow downstream of a nozzle cas- 
cade of a radial-inflow turbine for different supply pressures, 
nozzle heights, and nozzle trailing edge angles. The losses in 
a radial-inflow turbine can be divided into nozzle passage loss, 
(profile and wall losses), rotor incidence loss, rotor passage 
-3- 
loss, rotor discharge loss, and wheel disk friction loss.    In 
this investigation the nozzle   passage loss and the flow angle 
variattan^wnstream of a cascade of radj^l nozzle vanes, have ijm-dpwnstrea ia  
been studied. 
The enthalpy loss coefficient which normally includes the 
inlet scroll losses is defined as: 
5 = (h2-h2S}/I V22 (1) 






hol " h2 + \ V22 = h2S + \ V2S2 «3) 
Vh2S " \ (V2S2 " V22^ & 
we can write 
h2-h2S = ^-V2S2(1-Q2) (5) 
Substituting Equation 5 into Equation 1 gives 
5 - ^ " 1 (6) 
The stagnation pressure loss coefficient is defined as follows: 
YN = (Po^POgJ/CPOg-Pg) (7) 
The loss coefficient Yw can be related to % 
YN = (1 +^YM22)? (8) 
Literature Survey 
Literature survey has been done to be able to compare the 
results of this investigation to other similar investigatfons. 
This survey shows that little is known about the losses in radial- 
inflow nozzle cascades.    In 1952 Balje made an attempt to cal- 
culate the nozzle loss using friction coefficient for a flat 
plate in a paper discussing a method of computing performance 
characteristics of radial-inflow turbine, [1].    In 1960 Mizumachi 
published his test results (experimental and analytical) [2]. 
He used an air test rig which had a radial-inflow nozzle cas- 
cade followed by another radial cascade of vanes.    The purpose 
of the second cascade of vanes was to remove most of the swirl 
from the flow.   The nozzle flow angle was determined from the 
flow rate, calculated nozzle exit velocity, and the angular momen- 
tum of the air.    Tests were   made on six straight nozzle cascades, 
having 16 or 20 blades and also on a special curved nozzle cas- 
cade.    The height and the chord of the nozzle vanes were 26 mm 
and 67.5 mm respectively.    (The aspect ratio of the nozzle vane 
was H/JI = 0.385).    The trailing edge radii of the nozzles were 
in the range of 135 to 144.2 mm, and the throats were in the 
7.30 to 15.09 mil range. 
Mizumachi's test results show that the flow angle at nozzle 
exit could be correlated by equation 
-6- 
e = 0.92 sin_1(t/S) (9) 
where t is throat and S is the pitch of a two-dimensional nozzle 
cascade obtained by transformation of the nozzles tested. The  
range of angle sin" (t/s) was between 5.2° to 15.8°. The nozzle 
total loss coefficient, 5, which includes the end walls and 
profile friction losses, and the secondary loss was found to 
decrease from about 0.12 to 0.07 as the Reynolds number, Re , 
5      5 increased from 1.5x10 to 4x10 for all nozzle cascades except 
for the nozzle cascade having small trailing edge angle of about 
5.2°. For this cascade the loss coefficient, £, was about 0.15 
5      5 in the Reynolds number, Re., range from 2x10 to 5x10 . It 
5      5 dropped to 0.11 in the range of 5x10 to 6x10 . 
In 1959, Knoernschild proposed that the ratio of the tangen- 
tial component of the flow velocity downstream of the nozzles 
can be correlated as follows [3]: 
Vfl    rTF °'9 
v^-M-f) do) 
In 1963, Hiett and Johnston reported on tests of three radial- 
inflow turbines, [4].   Turbine A had tip width of 0,5 in., turbine 
B 5/16 in. and turbine C 3/16 in.   There were seventeen nozzle 
blades having aspect ratios of approximately 0.38, 0.24, and 0.14. 
The trailing edge of the nozzle cascade was located on a 5.5 in. 
-7- 
diameter circle, and the trailing edge pitch/chord ratio was 
0.75. The flow angles for three different nozzle trailing 
edge angles, 10°, 20°, and 30° were obtained by calculation of 
the mass flow rate. In order to investigate the effect of inci- 
dence angle on the performance of the nozzles, two tests were 
run with the inlet scroll of turbine A and with turbine B. This 
configuration was called the AB build. The results show that 
for three turbines A, B, and C and for nozzle trailing edge angle 
20°, the incidence angle for turbines A and B was 15°. It 
was 9° for turbine C. The results for the turbine B show that 
for three different nozzle trailing edge angles 10°, 20°, and 
30° the incidence angles were 8°, 15°, and 21° respectively, and, 
for turbine build AB for nozzle trailing edge angles 20° and 
30° the incidence angles were in order of 2° and 10°. For the 
nozzle trailing edge angle of 20°, the loss coefficient, YN, was 
higher in turbine A than C. It varied from 0.04 to 0.07. When 
the nozzle trailing edge angles were 20°, the flow angle at a 
radius of 5 in. for three turbines A, B, and C was 21.3°, 
22.3° and 22°, respectively. The loss coefficients for turbine 
B for three different nozzle trailing edge angles 10°, 20°, and 
30° were 0.05, 0.05, and 0.07 respectively. The flow angles at 
radius of 5 in. for the turbine B tested at three nozzle trailing 
edge angles 10°, 20°, and 30° were 13.1°, 22.3°, and 31.3°. For 
-8- 
turbine build AB, the results show that for two nozzle trailing 
edge angles 20°, and 30° the loss coefficients were the same 
and equal to 0.03 but the flow angles at radius of 5 in. were 
iLZ.b  and 32.2 for two nozzle trailing edges angles 20°, and 
30°, respectively. 
The Reynolds number based on the flow velocity at nozzle 
exit and the turbine tip widths was approximately in the range 
5 
of 0.5 to 2.2x10 . The results show that the nozzle pressure 
loss coefficient is dependent on the incidence angle to the cas- 
cade and on the nozzle trailing edge angle. The flow angles 
0.5 in. downstream of the nozzle were found to be 1.3° to 3.1° 
larger than the nozzle trailing edge angles. Hiett and Johnston 
have found that the measured flow angles at nozzle exit cor- 
responded closely to those obtained from the sine rule. 
In 1966, Rodgers [5] reported that for small incidence angles 
the following equation for the total nozzle loss coefficient 
could be used. For 1.0 > r/y-rc  > 0.91 
.. _  0.05  r3cote . Ssine-i , ■■ ,N 
where S is the nozzle pitch, z is the chord and H is the nozzle 
height. The Reynolds number is based on the flow velocity at 
nozzle exit. 
In 19735 Benson and Jackson [6] reported that the flow angle 
in the interspace between nozzle cascade and rotors of a radial- 
inflow water turbine model was affected not only by the flow 
rate but also by the turbine rotor speed. Their results showed 
that the flow angle downstream of a nozzle cascade having nozzle 
trailing edge angle 15.4° in general at first decreased with 
radius and subsequently started to increase. At a radius ratio, 
r/r__, of 0.95 the flow angle was between 43° and 30°, depending 
on the test condition. It was constant in the radius ratio 
range from about 0.88 to about 0.75. Subsequently, it started 
to increase. 
In 1967, Khalid, Tabakoff, and Hamed [7] reported on their 
experimental and theoretical studies of losses in nozzles of 
radial-inflow turbines. They concluded that for the thin long 
curved nozzle blades used the nozzle total loss coefficient 
depends on the nozzle trailing edge angle, Mach number, and the 
boundary layer profile parameters. Their results are presented 
in form of graphs and maps. 
In 1980 Fairbanks presented results of experiments and 
analysis of the deviation angles at the exit of a radial nozzle 
cascade [8]. The results showed that for very thin nozzle trailing 
edge angles with aspect ratio W/% ~  0.26 the mean flow angle at 
nozzle exit was about 30° for the nozzle trailing edge angle of 
■10- 
27°.   The flow angle at the exit from the nozzles was determined 
using total pressure probes located at various angles downstream 
of the nozzles.    The mass-flow averaged values of the total loss 
coefficient ranged from 0.033 to 0.0414 for lowest 
and highest mass flow rate respectively.    No values of the Rey- 
nolds number are given. 
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II.    TEST OBJECTIVES 
The objectives of the test were to obtain the total pressure 
loss characteristics and the average flow angles downstream of 
a set of 13 nozzle vanes of a radial inflow turbine.    The results 
were to be obtained for three different nozzle trailing edge 
angles and for two different blade heights.   The original plans 
called for the tests to be made at an average flow Mach number 
at the nozzle throats of about 0.2, 0.5, 0.7 and 1.0 and at trail- 
ing edge angles of 10°, 15°, and 20°.    The blade heights were 
selected to be 0.148 in. and 0.200 in.    During the test program 
a flow instability, known as the "vortex whistle", appeared. 
This flow instability, which affected the total pressure readings, 
limited the flow Mach numbers and the vane trailing edge angles 
at which tests could be run.    The vortex whistle appeared at 
small trailing edge angles at sufficiently high supply pressures. 
Its appearance could be delayed only by inserting a set of guide 
vanes to remove most of the swirl component of the flow.   These 
guide vanes were placed near the exit of the vaneless space 
downstream of the nozzles.    More detailed description of the 
vortex whistle phenomenon is given in Section IV.   As a result 
of the limitation on the test conditions imposed by the vortex 
whistle, the objectives were modified and the tests were run 
for the two selected blade heights of 0.200 in. and 0.148 in. at 
■12- 
the trailing edge angles of 15°, 20°, and 25° and at the flow 
Mach numbers at nozzle throats of about 0.2 and 0.4. 
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III.  DESCRIPTION OF TEST SET UP 
Figure 1 shows the line diagram of the test set up.   A 
Richmond Engineering Co. type MFG. No. K-41372TK15 tank was used 
at inlet to which air was supplied by a compressor at 80 psig. 
The mass flow rate of air was measured by a standard orifice 
with flange pressure taps which were connected to a U-tube 
manometer filled with water for the tests at a Mach number about 
0.2 and with a fluid having specific gravity 2,95 for the tests 
at a Mach number of 0.4.    Figure 2 shows the drawing of the ori- 
fice mounted between flanges.    A Fisher type 99-901 control 
valve was used to control the air pressure in the 2 in. diameter 
PVC pipe leading to the test rig.    Experiments were run on two 
different test rigs, the main test rig and the optical test rig. 
3-A   The Main Test Rig 
The main test rig was designed and manufactured by the Air 
Products and Chemicals, Inc.    Figures 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7 show 
photographs of the    rig.    The three important components of the 
steel test rig were:    the nozzle vanes, the probe holder, and 
the shroud.    Figure 8 shows the drawing of the steel test rig 
and its components. 
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The Nozzle Vanes 
The main test rig was designed with 13 nozzles. Figure 7 
shows a photograph of the nozzles. A drawing of the nozzle 
vanes is shown in Figure 9. 
The nozzle vanes could be rotated about controlly-located 
shafts so that their trailing edge angles could be changed. The 
trailing edge angle adjustment was accomplished with the aid of 
a linkage shown in Figure 8. To set the trailing edge angle of 
the vanes, a bar with an indicator and a brass protractor were 
used. By moving the bar and reading the brass protractor angle, 
one could set the desired trailing edge angle of the vanes. The 
bar and the brass protractor can be seen in Figure 5. Figure 
10 shows a plot of the variation of the brass protractor angles 
with the trailing edge angle of the vanes and table 1 shows 
the values of plotted points. The throat widths between the 
nozzle vanes were measured for different trailing edge angles 
and the results are presented in table 2 and in graphical form 
in Figure 11. In the experiments, two sets of nozzle vanes were 
used both having identical profiles but different heights. The 
vane heights were 0.200 in. and 0.148 in. 
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The Probe Holder 
The probe holder can be seen in the photographs shown in 
Figures 5 and 7.    A drawing of the probe holder is shown in 
Figure 12.    The probe holder was connected to the steel test 
rig by a steel collar and four bolts which can be seen in Figure 5. 
The total pressures were measured by three probes at three 
different radii, 1.44 in., 1.28 in., and 1.03 in.    The static 
pressures were measured by three pressure taps which were pro- 
vided in the probe holder at the same radii.   By loosening the 
steel collar one could rotate the probe holder from zero to 360 
degrees.    (The test data were taken for 40 degree arcs at five 
degree intervals.) 
Rotation of the probe holder was accomplished by using a 
steel rod which was located at the center of the probe holder. 
This rod can be seen in Figure 5.    A circular plexiglass disk 
attached to the steel rod, was provided with radial indicator 
lines at probe locations to facilitate measurement of the flow 
angles.    It can be seen in Figure 5.    Figure 13 shows a drawing 
of the circular plexiglas disk. 
The Shroud 
Figures 6 and 14 show a photograph and a drawing of the 
shroud, respectively. The shroud was movable in and out with 
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the aid of four jack bolts. Movement of the shroud was needed 
to ensure that the vanes were touching the shroud and pressing 
against the steel front casing plate. 
3-B the Optical Test Rig 
The optical test rig was designed with an idea to observe 
the formation of shock waves, if they existed, at nozzle exits 
for large pressure ratios across the nozzles. In addition, it 
allowed us to measure the pressure distribution of air in one 
nozzle passage. Figures 15, 16 and 17 show photographs of the 
optical test rig, and Figure 18 shows the drawing of the rig. 
The optical test rig had six vanes of 0.200 in.height with the 
same shape as those which were used in the main test rig. The 
nozzle vanes were designed so that they could be set at three 
different trailing edge angles of 8°, 18° and 28°. The rest of 
the flow passage was blocked by a ring segment made of plexiglass. 
Figure 16 shows the ring segment and the location of the eight 
pressure taps of 1/32 in. diameter which were used to measure 
the static pressure in one nozzle passage. A window was pro- 
vided in the optical test rig to allow optical measurements to 
be made. That window can be seen in the photograph shown in 
Figure 15. 
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3-C Modifications to the Steel Test Rig 
The following modifications were made to the test rig: 
1-Modifications to the Shroud and the Probe Holder 
The modifications to probe holder and shroud are shown in 
Figures 12 and 14, respectively. The reason for the modifica- 
tion of the probe holder was to decrease its tip in size. The 
shroud was modified to increase its exit flow area and to make 
it of uniform cross section. 
2-Modification to the Attachment Plate of the Steel Rod 
A new plexiglass attachment disk was designed to facilitate 
precise measurement of the flow angles and of the spanwise dis- 
tances of the probe from the shroud. The drawing of the disk is 
shown in Figure 13. 
3-The Guide Vanes 
To remove the vortex whistle as much as possible a set of 
18 guide vanes was designed to make the flow of air more radial 
in the vaneless space near the exit, A photograph and two 
drawings of the guide vanes are shown in Figures 19, 20, and 21, 
respectively. 
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IV. DESCRIPTION OF THE MEASUREMENT EQUIPMENT 
In the tests, measurements were made of the static and 
total pressures, the mass flow rate and the temperatures. A Meriam 
Instrument Co. Type W, model 30KH80 mercury manometer was used 
to measure the static and supply pressures. Differences between 
the supply pressure and the total pressures were measured by 
three U-tube water manometers. Each manometer had a safety 
valve to prevent escape of water from the manometers into the 
main test rig. The temperatures of air were measured by two 
thermocouples, one located at a point 20 in. upstream of the flow 
orifice, and the other in the collector of the main test rig. 
The mass flow rate of air was measured by an orifice having 
1.145 in.diameter. The static pressure at the upstream tap of 
the orifice was measured by a gage. The pressure difference 
across the orifice plate was measured by a U-tube manometer 
filled with water for the low pressure test and with a manometer 
fluid having specific gravity of 2.95 for the high pressure test. 
A sample of the mass flow rate calculation is shown in Appendix B. 
The total pressures were measured using three cobra probes 
at three different locations, as shown in Figure 13. A drawing 
of a probe which was used in experiments is shown in Figure 22. 
Each probe had a protractor rigidly attached to measure the flow 
angle. These probes could be used up to the flow Mach number 
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of 0.7 and pitch angles smaller than 5 degrees. Each probe was 
made of three small tubes. The middle tube was used to measure 
the total pressure at the time when the side tubes were reading 
the same pressure. 
Calibration of the protractor of the probes was performed 
using a steel pipe as shown in Figure 23. The calibration pro- 
cedure was as follows: To get the zero of a protractor lined 
up with the head of its probe, a probe was placed inside of the 
steel pipe. The side tubes of the probe were connected to a U- 
tube manometer and the middle tube was blocked by a plastic 
cover. Air flow was introduced into the steel pipe, and the 
probe rotated until side tubes were reading the same pressure. 
At this time the protractor of the probe was rotated (without 
rotating probe) until the zero of the protractor and a sharp 
edge located on the steel pipe were matched. Then the protractor 
was tightened to the probe and the calibration process was com- 
pleted. Three U-tube water manometers with safety valves were 
used to balance the pressures in the side tubes of the three 
probes. These manometers were made of glass tubes (O.D.=0.6 cm) 
which could take high pressure. 
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V.  DESCRIPTION OF TEST PROCEDURE 
Two series of tests were made on the main test rig.  One 
series corresponded to a flow Mach number at nozzle exits about 
0.2, and the other corresponded to the flow Mach number of about 
0.4. The tests on the steel test rig included measurement of 
the total and static pressures, flow rates, and flow angles cor- 
responding to nozzle trailing edge angles of 15°, 20° and 20°. 
Test data were obtained for two sets of nozzles having heights 
of 0.148 in., and 0.200 in. The measurements were made using 
three pressure probes at spanwise probe locations corresponding 
to approximately 12.5%, 25%, 50%, 75% and 87,5% of nozzle heights. 
The pressure measurements were made with each probe over 40 
degrees traverse angles,, every five degrees. 
Figure 24 shows the test data sheet used. The test pro- 
cedure consisted of the following steps: 
1. The control valve was set to give required supply pres- 
sure (P5MD) and the flow orifice manometer was read, 
2. The three pressure probes were set at the selected span- 
wise location. 
3. The probe holder was rotated to zero circumferential 
traverse angle position. 
4. The safety valves of the water manometers were opened. 
(Three water manometers were used for balancing the probes, and 
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three more for measuring the difference between the supply pres- 
sure and the total pressures.) 
5. The PVC valves No. 1 and 2, shown in Figure 1, were 
opened to let the air flow to the system. At this time a check 
for leakages was made. 
6. After a couple of minutes, probes were balanced at the 
maximum total pressure reading by using water manometers. 
7. After balancing of the probes was finished, the static 
pressures (P$), probe angles (a) and the differences between 
the supply and total pressures (psUP"PT0TAL^ were n,easured- 
8. Next, the probe holder was rotated five degrees and 
new test data obtained as before. 
9. The same procedure was followed for the remaining cir- 
cumferential position until a 40° arc was traversed. 
10. After the last traverse angle reading was recorded, the 
flow valve was closed. The probes were moved to new spanwise 
locations, and the test procedure repeated. 
The same steps were followed for other trailing edge angle 
settings and for the other set of vanes. 
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VI.    TEST RESULTS FROM THE MAIN TEST RIG 
A sample of test results corresponding to selected values 
of spanwise locations, nozzle trailing edge angles and supply 
pressure is given in Appendix C.   The data shown includes the 
measured flow angle, the static-to-total pressure ratio, the 
diraensionless total pressure loss coefficient (PSUP~PT)/PCIJP> 
and the computed flow velocities and flow Mach numbers, for 
various circumferential and spanwise probe locations for the 
nozzle trailing edge angle of 25 degrees.    The nozzle height in 
these tests was 0.200 in. and the throat Mach number was about 
0.2.    The test points correspond to the three pressure probes used. 
Calculation of the flow velocities and the flow Mach numbers 
was done on a computer.    The tests results obtained were aver- 
aged using the flow-weighting technique.    The results are shown 
in Figures from 25 to 44. 
Figures 25, 26, 27 and 28 show the variation of the flow 
angle with the radius ratio, r/r-rr, for three nozzle setting 
angles of 15°, 20° and 25° for the low pressure test (Psup = 
19.26 psia) and the high pressure test (Pcim = 24.4 psia), and 
two nozzle heights 0.148 in. and 0.200 in.    Figures 29, 30, 31 
and 32 show the variation of the flow velocity, Figures 33, 34, 
35 and 36 show the variation of the Mach number, Figures 37, 38, 
39 and 40 show the variation of the (psup~PT0TAL^PSUP^* 
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Finally, the variation of the loss coefficients, 
^SUP^TOTAL^^TOTAL-PSTATIC5' with the radiuS ratio' r/rTE' 
are shown in Figures 41, 42, 43 and 44. 
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VI.    SECONDARY FLOW VISUALIZATION IN THE MAIN TEST RIG 
The flow visualization in the main test rig was obtained 
by using drawing paper which was attached to the shroud and the 
probe holder walls and covered uniformly with a mixture of oil 
and fine graphite powder.    Air was allowed to flow through the 
nozzle cascade for five minutes.    Then the paper was removed and 
photographed.    Figures 73 to 80 show the photographs of the 
patterns of air on the walls of the nozzle cascade for two nozzle 
heights 0.200 in. and 0.148 in., and for three nozzle trailing 
edge angles 10, 15, 20 and 25 degrees, for the low pressure 
test conditions.    For the high pressure test the flow visualiza- 
tion was done only for the nozzle height 0.148 in. and for two 
nozzle trailing edge angles 15 and 25 degrees.    These flow 
visualization tests were run with and without swirl-removing 
guide vanes.    Figures 81, 82, 83, and 84 show the photographs 
of the patterns of air on the walls of the nozzle cascade for 
the high pressure test. 
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VII. TEST RESULTS FROM THE OPTICAL TEST RIG 
The test results obtained on the optical test rig are shown 
in Tables 3, 4 and 5.   These results were obtained for three dif- 
ferent trailing edge angles 8°, 18°, and 28°, for the vanes 
having height of 0.200 in., and for five supply pressures.    For 
each supply pressure four static pressures were measured close 
to the exit opening of the optical test rig.    From the pressure 
ratios of static pressures to supply pressures, flow Mach num- 
bers downstream of nozzle throats were calculated.   The pressure 
taps were located at radii 2.09 in., 1.98 in,, 1.875 in., and 
1.81 in.   They correspond to locations No, 1, 2, 3 and 4, 
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VIII.    ANALYSIS OF TEST DATA 
The variation of the measured flow angle with the radius 
ratio, r/r^, is shown in Figures 25, 26, 27 and 28.    For the 
low pressure test and for the two sets of vanes used, the results 
show that the flow angles tend, in general, to decrease as the 
r
^
rTE ratl"° decreases.    For the high pressure test, the results 
show that the flow angles are approximately constant with the 
r/r-- ratio.   The experimentally-determined flow angles using 
the cobra probe are not considered to be correct.    The reason 
for it is the fact that two side pressure tubes of the cobra 
probe are at different radii at all flow angles except at 90° 
(radial flow), and the static pressure depends on radius.   The 
flow angles in the test rig were of the order of 30°. 
Since the flow angles could not be obtained from the cobra 
probe measurements, it was decided to calculate them using the 
mass flow rate, determined with the orifice, and the flow velo- 
cities.    The flow velocities were determined using the total 
pressure readings, obtained from the cobra probe, which were con- 
sidered to be reliable, and the static pressures measured using 
wall taps.   The average flow velocities for each probe location 
were obtained by flow-weighing.   The flow angles determined using 
the measured mass flow rate, e», are plotted against the radius 
ratio, r/rTE, in Figures 63 and 64.    The values of the flow 
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angles corresponding to the trailing edges of the nozzle vanes 
were obtained using extrapolated values of the flow velocity and 
density.    These figures show that the flow angles increase from 
probe no. 1 to probe no. 3.    It decreases from the trailing edges 
to the probe no. 1 for the nozzle height Q.20 in. for the low 
pressure and the high pressure tests, and increases for the noz- 
zle height 0.148 in. for the low pressure test and decreases for 
the high pressure test.   A decrease of the flow angle from the 
trailing edge can be explained by the effect of the vane trailing 
edge thicknesses.    For each trailing edge angle the values of eM 
for H=0.200 in are above the values for H=0.148 in. 
The effect of the Reynolds number based on hydraulic diameter 
of the nozzle throat passage, RepH. on the flow angles for three 
probe locations are shown in Figures 65, 67, and 69.    Figures 66, 
68, and 70 show the effect of the Reynolds number based on nozzle 
vane height, Ren, on the flow angles for three probe locations. 
Figures 65, 67 and 69 show that the flow angles, eM, increase as 
the Reynolds number, Renu, increases from 3.15x10   to 7x10 . 
Figures 66, 68, and 70 show that the flow angles, eM, also increase 
4 4 
as Reynolds number, RH, increases from 2.25x10   to 5.35x10 . 
The variations of the angular momentum per unit mass, rVQ, 
with the radius ratio, r/i"-rr» for the low pressure and high pressure 
tests using flow angles from the mass flow rate calculations are 
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shown in Figures 71 and 72.   These figures show that the term 
rvQ decreases as the radius ratio, iVr-rp. decreases.    This is 
because the angular momentum of the fluid decreases as a result 
of friction.   The results show that the flow in the vaneless 
space is not a free vortex flow in which rv =constant.   The 
value.s of the term rvQ are larger for the nozzle vane height (H) 
of 0.148 in. than for the nozzle vane height 0.200 in.   This is 
so because for the same supply pressure, the flow velocity for 
H=0.148   in. is larger than for H=0.200 in.    For the smaller 
nozzle trailing edge angles, the values of rv   are larger than 
for the larger trailing edge angles mainly because the correspond- 
ing flow angles are smaller. 
The variations of the flow velocities with radius ratio, 
r/rTE, show that, as expected, the velocities increase as radius 
ratio, r/r,p decreases.    Figures 29, 30, 31 and 32 show that the 
flow velocity increases as nozzle vane height decreases from 
0.2 in. to 0.148 in.    It can be also seen that the flow velocities 
are higher for smaller trailing edge angle.    The only exception 
is for the test points corresponding to aTE = 15°, H = 0.200 in 
and M-rc z 0.2.    It appears that these test results should be dis- 
regarded. 
The variations of the loss coefficients, YN = (psUP-PT^^PT"PSTATIC^ 
and g = [(h-his)/^ PV2] = YN/(1 + ^) with the Reynolds number 
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based on hydraulic diameter of the nozzle throat passage, RD„, 
nozzle vane height, Re„, and nozzle vane chord are shown in 
Figures 45 to 62 for the three probe locations.    These figures 
show that the values of the loss coefficients, YN and £ are higher 
for the nozzle vane height of 0.148 in. than 0.200 in.    As Rey- 
nolds number increases the loss coefficients decrease   for the 
nozzle height of 0.200 in. at all three probe locations.    For 
the nozzle height 0.148 in. the losses increase with increasing 
Reynolds number for r = 1.44 in.    They decrease at the other 
probe locations.    The values of the Re^ are greater than the values 
of ReDH and Re,,.    The values of the Reynolds number, Re , are 
about 1.8xl05 for the nozzle height 0.200 in. and 2.25xl05 for 
nozzle height 0.148 .in. for the low pressure test.    For the high 
pressure test, the values of the Reynolds number, Re , are about 
3.6x10    for nozzle vane height 0.200 in,, and 4.2xl05 for nozzle 
height 0.148 in.    For the three nozzle trailing edge angles, 15, 
20, and 25 degrees the values of the loss coefficients are closer 
to each other for nozzle height 0.200 in. than 0,148 in. 
Figures 73 to 84 show the flow patterns on the probe holder 
and shroud walls.    Clearly visible are the secondary flows in 
the form of leading-edge vortices, and the direction of the 
incoming flow to the cascade.    The wall traces show that the inlet 
angle to the cascade varied circumferentially and, as a result, 
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some leading edge vortex traces differed considerably from each 
other. The photographs show that in radial inflow cascade with 
incoming flow direction varying from radial to that of zero inci- 
dence angle, as a result of a strong radial pressure gradient, 
the nozzle passage vortices are either very weak or entirely absent 
and the upstream-facing pressure side legs of the leading edge 
vortices in general do not meet the suction sides of the adja- 
cent blades. Figure 80 shows that for small nozzle trailing 
edge angles the vortex legs forming on the suction side of the 
blades are swept by the radial pressure gradient away from the 
blades. At the same time the vortex legs forming on the pressure 
side of the blades are pressed against the blade side walls and 
leave the blades at the trailing edges. Thus they form a spiral 
of well-defined traces (of counter-rotating vortices) which con- 
verge to the small exit radius. This phenomenon is more visible 
in photograph of nozzle height 0.200 in. Figures 81 and 82 show 
that for the high pressure test the phenomenon causing the vor- 
tex whistle interferes with the leading edge vortex, making it 
difficult to see them on the traces, The effect of the vortex 
whistle phenomenon is stronger for small nozzle trailing edge 
angles than for large ones. This can be seen in Figure 82, where 
for the nozzle trailing edge of 15 degrees and no guide vanes, 
the paper on the probe holder wall was torn by the vortex. 
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A comparison of the test results with those of Mizumachi [2] 
shows that for the probe location no. 1 the loss coefficient, %, 
is smaller than Mizumachi's average values by about 0.05 for the 
low pressure test and about 0.025 for the high pressure test. 
Mizumachi's loss coefficients do not include the effects of the 
vaneless space.    In addition, his nozzles had high aspect ratio. 
As a result, his loss coefficients appear to be too high. 
The angular momentum variation shown in Figure 71 shows that 
for the nozzle trailing edge of 15° and nozzle height 0.148 in. 
the term, rveTE, is about 9 (ft2/sec) greater than the value 
obtained from Equation 10.    In general, the experimental results 
show that the term, rve-rr, decreases with decreasing radius much 
faster than Equation 10 predicts. 
A comparison of the loss coefficient, 5, with Equation 11 
shows that for the probe location no. 1 and the low pressure test, 
for the nozzle vane height 0.200 in. the loss coefficients, 5, 
are   0.121, 0.097, and 0.082.   The corresponding measured results 
shown in Figure 50 are  0.035 , 0.05, and 0.034.   These losses are 
for the nozzle trailing edge angles 15°, 20°, and 25°, respectively. 
A comparison of the loss coefficients which are obtained from 
Equation 11 with those from this experiment shows that Equation 
11 predicts always higher losses. 
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The loss coefficients, 5, of Hiett and Johnston correspond to 
somewhat higher Reynolds numbers than those covered in these tests. 
Their values are lower than those determined in this investigation. 
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IX.    CONCLUSIONS 
This study showed that the flow in the vaneless space down- 
stream of nozzles of a radial-inflow turbine is not uniform.    It 
also showed that, in the test rig used, the    incidence angles 
around the nozzle vanes varies from blade to blade.    The loss 
coefficients generally decrease as the Reynolds number increases, 
and the losses are greater for blade height 0.148 in. than 0.200 in. 
The flow angles for the nozzle height 0.200 in, and the low 
pressure test increase from probe no. 1 to probe no. 3 and decrease 
from the trailing edge radius to probe no. 1.    For nozzle height 
0.148 in. and the low pressure test the flow angle always increases 
as the radius ratio, r/rTE, decreases from the trailing edge to 
the probe location no. 3.    The high pressure test results show 
that the flow angle increases from probe no.  1 to probe no. 3 and 
decreases from the trailing edge to probe no. 1 for both nozzle 
heights 0.200 and 0.148 in.   The results also show that, in general, 
the flow angles increase as the Reynolds number increases and as 
the nozzle height increases.    In addition, it was found that, in 
general, the loss coefficients decrease as the Reynolds number 
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FIG.  2      Drawing of orifice with flange taps 
FIG. 3  Picture of steel test rig from side view. 
-37- 
FIG. 4     Picture of steel test rig from front view. 
-38- 
Fig. 5     Picture of probe holder and probes. 
-39- 
FIG. 6  Picture of nozzles and shroud (inside look of steel test rig) 
£- 
-40- 
FIG. 7  Nozzle assembly and inside look of probe holder 
.41. 









FIG, 9   Drawing of one vane with width  .2 in. 
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FIG.   13 - Drawing of the plexiglass disk. 
FIG.   14      Drawing of shroud with old contour and new contour 
FIG. 15  Photograph of optical test rig from outside view. 
■49- 
FIG. 16  Photograph of optical test rig from inside. 
-50- 
FIG, 17 Picture of optical test rig from outside view. 
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FIG.  18   Drawing of optical test rig. 
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Vanes 
FIG.  20   The Drawing of Swiller 






Round Off Edges 
18 Equally Spaced Vanes 





FIG. 22    Drawing of probe with protractor 
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STATIC AND TOTAL TRAVERSES 
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FIGURE 73 .FLOW  PAT TERNS IN  THE TEST  RIG  VISUALIZED 
USING  LAMP   BLACK   AND OIL. NOZZLE   ANGLE 25   DEG; 
NOZZLE   HEIGHT0.148  IN. PSUPPLY 9.3 IN-HG, 
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FIGURE 74 .FLOW   PATTERNS IN THE TEST  RIG  VISUALIZED 
USING  LAMP   BLACK   AND OIL.NOZZLE   ANGLE 20  DEG; NOZZLE   HEIGHT0.148 IN.PSUPPLY 9.3IN-HG, 




FIGURE 75   .FLOW PATTEBN^^THE^iST RIG VJSU^JJ^ED 
USING LAWlP   BUACK  AND-'vO bl'NOZZLE  ANGLE 15fe 
NOZZLE  HEIGHT 0.148 IN.lPSUPPLY 9.3 IN-HG, 
A-PROBE  HQLDER ^^^^i^ 
B-SHROUD? -;       ^' 
DEG- 
* L-.*.'- . m .**.*«* JJ-.— fcxtii'L-fc^tin, -*, .T  ■-. 
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FIGURE 76   .FLOW  PAT 
USING   LAMP   BLACK 
NOZZLE   HEIGHT0.148 
A-PROBE   HOLDER 
B-SHROUD 
B 
TERMS IN   Till: TEST  RIG  VI:, 
AND OIL.NOZZLE   ANGLE 10 
IN. PSUPPLY  9.3 IN liG, 
J/'.,.ll :••'■.: D 
fiEG- 
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FIGUMiI 77 .FLOW   PAT TERNS IN  Till   *! :£SY  1U<     V!. 
USING   LAMP   I.U..CK   /.Nb  OIL. NOZZLE   ANGLE 25   ! 
NOZZLE   HEIGHT0.20   IN. PSUPPLY  9.3 IN-i G , 





FIGURE 78  .FLOW  PATTERNS IN  THE TEST  RIG  VISUALIZED 
USING  LAMP   BLACK   AND OIL. NOZZLE   ANGLE 20   DEG; 
NOZZLE   HEIGHT0.20   IN. PSUPPLY 9.3 IN-HG, 





FIGURE 79   .FLOW  PATTERNS IN  THE TEST  RIG  VISUALIZED 
USING  LAMP   BLACK   AND OIL. NOZZLE   ANGLE 15   DEG- 





FIGURE 80    FLOW  PATTERNS IN  THE TEST RIG VISUALIZED 
USING  LAMP   BLACK   AND OIL. NOZZLE   ANGLE 10   DEG; NOZZLE   HEIGHT 0.20   IN. PSUPPLY 9.3 IN-HG, 
A-PROBE   HOLDER 
B-SHROUD 




FIGURE 81 .FLOW  PATTERNS IN THE TEST  RIG VISUALIZED 
USING   LAMP   BLACK   AND OIL. NOZZLE   ANGLE  25 DEG- 
NOZZLE   HEIGHT 0.148 IN. PSUPPLY 20  IN-HG, 




FLOW   IN  INLET  PIPE 
B 
nenliiPf .8LJL5.W  PATTERNS   IN THE TEST RIG VISUALIZED 
Mn7N79pL^k5±£CK  AND OIL. NOZZLE   ANGLE   15 DEG- 
A^RLOEBEHEH§KE0R1 48 ,N- PSUPPLY 20 ,N~HG' B-SHROUD 
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FIGURE 83  .FLOW  PATTERNS IN THE TEST RIG VISUALIZED 
USING  LAMP   BLACK   AND OIL. NOZZLE   ANGLE  25 DEG- 
NOZZLE   HEIGHT 0.148 IN. PSUPPLY 20  IN-HG, 
A-PROBE   HOLDER 
B-SHROUD 




FIGURE  84 .FLOW  PATTERNS IN THE TEST  RIG VISUALIZED 
USING  LAMP   BLACK   AND OIL. NOZZLE   ANGLE   15 DEG; 
NOZZLE   HEIGHT 0.148 IN.  PSUPPLY 20  IN-HG, 




VARIATION OF TRAILING EDGE ANGLES, aTE> WITH PROTRACTOR ANGLE ON THE STEEL TEST RIG 
PROTRACTOR 
ANGLE, DEG. 0.0° +5.0° +10.0° +15.0° -5.0° -10.0° -15.0° 
VANE 
NO. aTE(Deg) aTE(Deg) aTE(Deg) aTE(Deg) aJE(Deg) aJE(Deg) aTE(Deg) 
1 14.0 10.0 4.0 0.0 16.5 20.0 24.0 
2 13.5 10.0 5.0 0.5 16.5 20.5 25.0 
3 14.5 10.0 4.0 0.0 15.0 20.0 25.0 
4 14.0 9.9 3.0 0.0 15.0 20.5 25.0 
5 13.0 10.0 5.0 1.0 15.0 21,0 25.0 
6 13.0 10.0 5.0 0.0 . 15.0 21.0 25.0 
7 15.0 10.0 5.0 1.0 16.0 21.0 25.0 
8 14.0 10.0 5.5 1.5 16.0 21,5 25,0 
9 15.0 10.5 6.0 2,0 17.0 21.5 26.0 
10 15.0 11.0 7.0 2.0 17.0 22.0 26.0 
11 15.0 10.5 6,0 2.0 16.5 23.0 26.5 
12 16.0 11.0 5,0 2.0 17.0 23,0 26.5 
13 16.0 10.0 5.0 1.0 17.0 22.0 25.0 
AVERAGE 13.46 10.22 5.04 1.0 16.11 21.31 25.31 
TABLE 2 
























(mm) PROTRACTOR ANGLE (Deg.) 
1 13.20 12.31 11.14 9,74 8,12 6,83 5.30 For Column #1 = -20.° 
2 12.80 11.91 10.82 9.36 7.84 6.54 4,99 For Column #2 = -15.° 
3 12.82 12,07 10.90 9.47 7.91 6.57 5.04 For Column #3 = -10.° 
4 13.02 12.26 11.07 9.70 8.12 6.81 5.28 For Column #4 = -5.° 
5 12.81 12.21 11.01 9.61 8.05 6.81 5.28 For Column #5 =    0.° 
6 12.98 12.37 11.16 9.75 8.24 6.97 5.40 For Column #6 = +5.° 
7 12.89 12.34 11.16 9.75 8.20 6.86 5.33 For Column #7 = +10.° 
8 12.94 12.34 11.21 9.84 8.26 7.03 5,53 
9 12.93 12,34 11.14 9.40 8.17 6,93 5.38 
10 12.94 12.29 11.14 9.70 8.18 6.87 5.38 
11 13.13 12.41 11,23 9.80 8.20 6.93 5.38 
12 13.12 12.33 11.23 9.84 8.30 6.98 5,45 
13 13,23 12.38 11.22 9.83 8.22 6.98 5.40 
AVERAGE 12.99 12.27 11.11 9.68 8.14 6.85 5.32 
TABLE 3 












Ml M2 M3 M4 
21.64 19.55 19.06 18.47 18.27 0.380 0.430 0.480 0.495 
29.14 24.54 23.45 22.35 21,91 0.500 0.565 0.630 0.652 
35.14 29.52 27.80 25,94 25,20 0.505 0.590 0.670 0.715 
41.64 34.38 32.12 29.62 28,44 0.530 0.620 0.715 0.760 
47.64 39.39 36.50 33.50 31.83 0.527 0.625 0.730 0.781 
TABLE 4 












Ml M2 M3 M4 
22.64 19.65 19.06 18,47 18,32 0.460 0,505 0.550 0.555 
28.64 24.51 23,43 22,25 21,61 0.475 0.545 0,613 0.650 
34.64 29.42 27.80 25.98 24,81 0.570 0.570 0.655 0.705 
40.64 34.29 32.22 29.82 28.15 0.590 0.590 0.680 0.745 
46.64 39.30 36.90 33.84 31.39 0.592 0.592 0.690 0.774 
-12V 
TABLE 5 












Ml M2 M3 M4 
18.32 19.60 19.1 18,59 18,42 0,420 0.467 0,508 0.520 
21.51 24.56 23.43 22.40 21.91 0.468 0.550 0.601 0.630 
24.71 29.52 27.8 26.10 25.05 0.503 0.590 0.668 0.711 
27.65 34.43 32.35 30.01 28.15 0.510 0.598 0.690 0.748 
29.37 37.23 34.78 32,08 29.57 0.515 0.660 0.705 0.790 
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APPENDIX A 
Analysis of One-Dimensional, Compressible Flow 
in the Vaneless Space 
The Continuity Equation 
2irr b p Vr = const (1) 
or, in differential form 
11.+ -L^r- + ldb + I=0 (IA) p dr     Vr  dr      b dr     r     u ^rt> 
The Momentum Equation in radial direction 
„ 
dVr  Ve2 _  1 dP  dfr,shear (2) 
r dr   r    p dr    dm v ; 
with 2 
dfv ehfl»        c*   o~ cos 3 rdedr r,shear _ r   f   2 -ip 
dm L prdedrb J 
- cf *§«"• (3) 
Introducing Eq. 3 into Eq. 2 yields 
_v   
dZr_ + !e_= + ldP „      v2cose m 
V dr       r p dr     cf      b ^ 
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The Momentum Eg. in Tangential  Direction 
dV       V V       f 
„       9 .    re _   9,shear (Ci\ Vr"dF+~ ^m— (5) 
with 
df9,shear_ -cf ^ sing rdedr 
dm prd9dr b 
cf V2 sing (6) 
Hence we obtain eguation 
dVg  y 
r dr   r 
d A     VA        cf v2 sin^ V    2. + _JL_i = _ _L t-i) 
The Eguation of State of an Ideal Gas reads P = pRT, or in differ- 
tial form 
ldP_ldT + ldp_ (R. 
P dr " T dr     p dr Ka} 
The Energy Eg. is 
ht = h + Y- = const, (9) 
or 
v2 L. = T + ^jr-= const. (10) 
p 
if we assume constant specific heats. 
In addition, we have eguation 
Vr = V cose (11) 
and 
V6 = vsing (]2> 
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•Equation 10 can be re-written as 
T+ = T(l +^M2) (13A) 
or 
dT 
't        '       1 + V-M^ 2 
Hence 
Idl   _ (Y-D M     dM 
T dr       "1+d.M2   dr (13C) 
In addition 
a2 = Y r (14) P 
or 
2 da = IdP _ 1 dp_ 
a dr " P dr " p dr (14A) 
,2=..DT .„, 2 da . 1 dT 
(15A) 




IdM-ldV     Ida.ldV     X£L 
M dr " V dr " a dr " V dr " 2T dr 
Combining Equations 15A and 13C yields 
1 dM . l_dV . *Z~   M   dM 
M dr " V dr     1|Y-1M2 dr 
-127- 
and 
l_dV _ 1 dM 
V dr " M(1+ri M2}    dr 
Equation 1A can be re-written as 
Idfi. = . J_Ht _ ldb_. 1 p dr        Vr  dr      b dr " r 
1     d(Vcosg) _ l_db _ 1 
Vcosg       dr b dr ~ r 
1*1+tang da _ldb -1 
V dr     tane dr     b dr     r 
or 
Since 
1 dP . .     1  + (Y-I) rf 









1 dM ,  „._„ dB     Idb     1 ,17x 
Introducing Equations 17 and 13C into Equation 8 gives 
ldP_ (Y-1)M     dM 1 dM 
P dr " " T + ri ^ dr " m^_ ft dr 
+ tanB dB..ldb _I + tang dr     b dr     r 
dM + tanBdB_     1 db .1 (18) 
dr p dr     b dr     r K    ' 
(19) 
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P* = P(1 + ^ M2)7"1 (20) t  rv'   2 
_L^t-  1 ds _ dP ,  YM dM 
Pt dr " " R dr " P  T + ill M2 
-   (M2-!)   dM . . na dB  1 db  1      ,91x 
-wl^*)**"™*-™"       <21) 
As a result, Eq. 4 can be written as 
.Vcos3dIVc^+V2jir1!i 
V-U^P       dr r 
-a2,,-       1+(Y-1)M2   dM , dB     Idb     1-, 
"  Y   [ " M(1+I=i M2} dr     tar* dr     b dr     r J 
+ Cf ZcosB (22) 
because 
1 dP _ P T_dP__ alldP 
pdr"pPdr~yPP 
while Eq. 7 can be written as 
Vcosg d(VsinBl + V2sinBcosB „ .       V^sjnB p
       dr r f      b 
or 
cosBSins dV . „rtC20 dB . sinBcosB _   „   si 
V       dr     cos e dr r cf "I 




1 dM     cose dg     1  _ 1 ,2A) 
M(1,Y-1 ^ dr + sing dr     r        cf bcosg U*J 
Eq. (22) can be re-written as 
-yM2 cos2* (If) + yM2 cosesin* $ + ^^ 
- r 1 + r    YM coss 
- L J  cf       b 
which, the view of Eq. (16) becomes 
_YH2 cos2e [ 1_ f ] + yM2 cosesine % + YM* Hit 
, . H(v-1)H2    dH  . t.„. dB . I db. . 1 
W*^f) dr     ta"8 dr     bdr     r 
2 
.  _   yM cose 
.       
cf       b 
r b Using dimension!ess variables R = —- and B = r—, we can re- 
rl Dl 
write Equation 24 as 
M(1+riM2)ClR       C0Sf3dR     R     cf Bcosg ^b) 
Eliminating the term 111 from Equation 20 with the aid of 
Equation 24 and introducing the dimensionless variables R and 
B we obtain equation 
-130- 
M?.+ ldB 1 + (y-1) M2 
dB _   R      B dR       f     B cos g ,ot., 
dR " I? U  ' 
Equations 25 and 26 can be solved for M(r) and 3(r) with the 
friction coefficient c.p, and the variation of the vaneless space 
with radius, B(r), known.    Also the initial values of the Mach 
number, M, and the flow angle,  3. must be given. 
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APPENDIX B 
The calculations of the flow velocity, the Mach number, the 
mass flow rate, and the flow angle for nozzle height 0.148 in. 
and nozzle trailing edge angle 20° and for the high pressure test 
are given in this appendix as a sample. 
The uncertainty calculations of the above values are also 
presented in this appendix.    The following data were measured 
for the nozzle height 0.148 in. and the high pressure test, at 
probe no.  1. 
Psup = 49*72 * 0,°6   IN"HG'        (ABS) 
P = 43.28 + 0.06    IN-HG.      (ABS) 
PT = 49.17 + 0.06 IN-HG.      (ABS) 
Patm = 29*98 * °"01  IN"HG* 
Tsup = 69 + 1    °F       or   529 + 1 °R 
Pc„n-PT = 7.45 + 0.05 IN-H90   or   0.5500 + 0.0037 IN-HG. sup   T z 
The following equations are used to calculate the Mach 
number, M, temperature, T, velocity of fluid, v, density, p, 
loss coefficients, e, yN> and ?. 
1=1. 
M= [((f) Y   -1) ^ (1) 
T
 ■ W{li + ^rM2) (2) 
-133- 
V =  vW   M (3) 
'• w <*> 
* ■ <PsUp-PT"Psup ■ J^ (5' 
AP, 
YN " (Psup-PT>/<PT-P) ■ 4P7 <6' 
5 - YN/d + *£) (7) 
The following equations are used to calculate errors. 
Lix 




    P, (8) 
*j =  I      6TSUP      |  + ,        (Y-T)M5M     T      , (g) 6T
     
l(1+iziM2)l + I    0lq-#fW (9) 
.1 
«V =  l*W  \ T 2 MST| +  |/^RT 6M| (10) 
5P ■  $1 +  |-RT2-^| (ID 
6e - |v—3-| + |.A p   Jjty (12) 
sup sup 
-134- 
SY V    1-MSM 
* « "   '^ 
+
  I"  <£f^ <»> 
Using the value of P and P,. in equation (1) the Mach number 
is: 
1-1.4 
M = [((ftff)"7^ -n rhfl  = °'4298 
X = H^l = 0.8802 and 6X = 0.0023 
The error in calculation of Mach number, M, can be obtained 
from Equation 8 as follows: 
1-2.8 
3M=   l(1.4)(01.4298)  (°-8802)    K4      1(0.0023) = 0.0045 
Temperature, T, is obtained from Equation (2) and the error in 
Temperature, T, calculation can be obtained from Equation (9) 
as follows: 
T = 529/(1+ ^ (0.4298)2) =   510J5 oR 
6T = +  |(0.4)(0.4298)(0.0045)510Q5 
oT^TTTTono^1     '   riJ 0.4 ,n „nnn^n2 1+ *Y~ (0.4298)2 [1+ Zf- (0.4298)2] 
= 1.33 °F 
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To get the velocity and its error Equations 3 and 10 are used. 
V = /1.4x53.34x(66.54+460)x(32.2) (0.4298) 
= 476.51  ft/sec. 
5V =  |/1.4x53.34x32.2 lj (66.54+480 ^(0.4298) (1.01) 
+ A66.54+460)  (0.0045)]| = 5.53 ft/sec. 
_ (43.28)(144)(0.4912) _ n .,-„    Thm/f+3 p
 "    (53.345(460+66.54)    " °-11244    Ibm/ft 
.    _  ,(0.06)(0.4912)(144),   .   ,        43.28x1.01       ,  _ n nn1, 6p
 "  I 53.34x(66.54+460)   '       '53.34x(66.54+460)'  " u*uul/ 
e = 4^-= 0.01109 
6e =  |0^37| +  |°-f^|  = 0.00009 
YN = U9 17-43 28) = 0-09384 ,  ? = "0-09384 r- - 0.083095 N      (49.17-43.28) [1+l^4- (0.4298)2J 
*Y    - I      0.0037    |   ,   ,0.55(0.12)       ,  _ n nn9„ 6YN " '49.17-43.231 +  '(49.17-43.28)*' * 0-00253» 
55 =  |0.00253/(1+ ^ (0.4298)2| + |-0.09384x1.4x0.4298 
x0.0045/[(l+^4- (0.4298)2]2  , 6? = 0.002440 
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Mass flow rate is obtained from orific data as follows: 
AP = 5.7 + 0.05    IN of S.G. = 2.95 
T1 = 71.9+1.0   °F 
P1 = 82 + 0.5    PSIG 
Pa*m " 29.98 + 0.1    IN-HG. atm 
From reference number 10 the following equation is taken to 
calculate mass flow rate 
m = 0.52502   CYd2 Fa vCT5" (15) 
where the values of Y, c and Fa are also obtained from reference 
10. 
B = jj = ^j5- = 0.5725 d = orific diameter 
D = pipe diameter 
Fa = 1     for low temperature. 
Rd = ^TT"* (106)(1-1*5)/15 = 7.633xl05 
For Rd = 7.633x105 and 3 = 0.5725 from reference 10 the 
value of C is obtained to be C = 0.6078 
AP = (Sjy-)(2.95)($pj£) = 0.6072 or = 0.6072 + 0.0053 (PSIA) 
TT = (71.9 + 460)  = 531.9 + 1    °R 
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X
 ■ l#'y - (96°763)(1.4) ' °-00« 
Using reference 10 with the values of x and B the value of y 
is obtained to be y » 1.0. 
_   
Pl   _   96.73x144 _ n AQnQ, pl " RT7 " (53.34X531.9) " °-49095 
*1 '  1(53.34x531.9)1 + l(5f34)(53iQ^l    " °-00003 
Therefore the mass flow rate is: 
• =(0.52502)(0.6078)(1.145)2(1)0)    Ao.49095) (0.6072) 
A-0.5725^ 
= 0.24196    Ibm/sec. 
The uncertainty in calculation of the mass flow rate can be 
obtained as follows: 
6m . 0.52502 cyd^Fa £ ^     " 2 fip       1  ^ Ap" 2 6AR] 
vT^T 2 ' 12     1 
6m = 0.0011    for given data. 
The flow angle, 8, can be obtained from Equation 17 which is 
obtained from the continuity equation. 
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sin(e) = m/2TrrpVH (17) 
sin(e) = 0. 24196/24^4(0. 11244) (476.51 )(ij^L) = 0.4856 
Therefore e = 29.05°. 
The error calculations for flow angle can be obtained 
from Equation 18 or 19 




 cos? C'2TrfvH"l + I' 2TTrVHpzl + I" zS)p\ (18) 
56 = tane[|?|+ |-^| + |-^-|] (19) 
m p v 
or 1.00° 
In summary the sample of calculation for nozzle height 
0.148 m. and for the high pressure test when nozzle trailing 
edge is 20° can be written as follows: 
Mach number M = 0.4298 + 0.0045 
Temperature T = 50.15 + 1.33 °F 
Velocity V = 476.51 + 5.53 ft/sec 
density p = 0.1124 + 0.0017 Ibm/ft3 
loss coefficient e = 0.0111 + 0.0001 
loss coefficient YN = 0.094 + 0.003 
loss coefficient £ = 0.083 + 0.002 
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mass flow rate 
flow angle 
m = 0.2419 + 0.0011  Ibm/sec 
eM = 29.05 + 1.00 DEG. 
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APPENDIX C 







SPANVISE  DiS.     3.3ZZ      IIN) 
PATM   zo.,s  :;N-HO 
TAM     S8.00   CF) 
PSUPPU     38.9S   UN-HG) 
TSUPPLT     S26-00   CR> 
PROTRACTOR  ANCLE -I4-S   CDEC! 
NOZZLE ANGLE     25.0   (DEC) 
NOZZLE  WIDTH     0.200   CIN> 
RHO  SUPPLT     0.097694    U8M/FT3) 
MASS FLOW RATE    0.1178     (IBM/SEC) 
O-PROBE NO.   1 
A-PROBE NO.   2 
+-PROBE NO.   3 
0.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 40.00 
TRAVERSE  ANGLE (DEC) 






0-00 10-00 20.00 30.00 
TRAVERSE  ANGLE (DEC) 
SPANU1SE  OIS.     0.0S        CiN) 
PATM     30. IS   UN-HG) 
TAM    SS.OO   CF) 
PSUPPLT     38.9S   CIN-HC) 
TSUPPLT     S26.00   tR) 
PROTRACTOR ANCLE  -14.S   (DEC.) 
NOZZLE ANGLE    25.0   COEG.) 
NOZZLE U10TH    0-200   (IN) 
RHO SUPPLY    0.097694   CIBM/FT3) 
MASS FLOW RATE    0.1178     CIBM/SEC) 
(if-PROBE NO.   1 
A-PROBE NO.   2 
+-PROBE NO.  3 
40.00 
FLOW   ANGLE  VS.   TRAVERSE   ANGLE 
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SPANWISE Dis. o.i   ;;NJ 
PATH  30-iS ClN-MG) 
TAM S8.00 (F) 
PSUPPLY  38.9S UN-MG) 
TSUPPLY S26.00 CR) 
PROTRACTOR ANGLE -M.S (DEC) 
NOZZLE ANGLE 25-0 COEG.) 
NOZZLE WIDTH 0.200 CIN) 
RHO SUPPLY  0.097694 CISM/FT3) 
MASS FLOW RATE 0.1178  U8H/SEC) 
(J-PR08E NO. i 
A-PROBE NO. 2 
+-PROBE NO- 3 
0.00 10-00 20-00 30-00 40-00 
TRAVERSE  ANGLE (DEC) 






SPANWISE  DIE.     3. .5        '.IN) 
PATH     30. iS    UN-HG) 
TAM     S8.00   (F) 
PSUPPLY     38.9S   C1N-HG) 
TSUPPU     526.00   CR> 
PROTRACTOR ANCLE -14-S   CDEG.) 
NOZZLE ANGLE    35.0   (OEG.) 
NOZZLE WIDTH    0.200   (IN) 
RHO  SUPPLY     0.097694   CI8M/FT33 
MASS FLOW RATE    0.1178     (IBM/SEC) 
g-PROBE NO.   l 
A-PR08E NO.   2 
+-PROBE NO.   3 
0.00 10.00 20-00 30.00 40.00 
TRAVERSE  ANGLE (DEC) 







SPANVISE  DiS-      3.175      (IN) 
PATH     30. IS   UN-HG) 
TAM     SB. 00   (F) 
PSUPPLY     38.9S    C1N-HC) 
TSUPPLY     S26.00   (R) 
PROTRACTOR ANCLE  -14.5   (OEG.) 
NOZZLE  ANGLE    2S-0   (OEG.) 
NOZZLE   WIDTH     0.200   (IN) 
RHO  SUPPLT     0.097694   (IBM/FT3) 
MASS  FLOW RATE    0.1178     (ISM/SEC) 
o-PR0BE  NO.   I 
»-PROBE  NO.   2 
+-PROBE  NO.   3 
0.00 10.00 20.00 30-00 40.00 
TRAVERSE ANGLE(DEG-) 






0.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 
SPANUISE Dis-  0-325  '.IN) 
PATH     30-.5    '.iN-HO 
TAH     58.00    (F) 
PSUPPU     38.95    C1N-HG) 
TSUPPLY     526-00   IP.) 
PROTRACTOR  ANGLE -14.S   IDEG.) 
NOZZLE ANGLE    25.3   (DEC.) 
NOZZLE WIDTH    0-iOO   tlN) 
RH0  SUPPLY     0.097694   CIBH/FT3) 
MASS FLOW RATE    0.1178     UBM/SEC) 
(tf-PROBE NO.   1 
A-PR08E NO.   2 
+-PR0BE NO.   3 
40.00 
TRAVERSE ANGLECDEG.) 










SPANUISE D1S.     3.3S        '.IN) 
PATM     30. IS    CiN-MC) 
TAtl     58.00   (F> 
PSUPPLT     38.95   CIN-HG) 
TSUPPLY    526.00   IR) 
PROTRACTOR ANGLE -14.5   (OEG.) 
NOZZLE ANGLE    25.0   (OEG.) 
NOZr.E WIDTH    0.200   (IN) 
RHO SUPPLY     0.097694   (tBf1/FT3) 
MASS FLOW RATE    0.1178     (IBM/SEC) 
CJ-PR08E NO.   1 
A-PROBE NO.   2 
+-PROBE NO.   3 
0.00 10.00 20-00 30.00 
TRAVERSE  ANGLE (DEC) 
40.00 









0.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 
SPANUtSE   OiS.     0- i '.IN) 
PATH   30. is HN-MG: 
TAM     S8.00   IF) 
PSUPPLY     38.9S   UN-HG) 
TSUPPUT     S26.00   CR) 
PROTRACTOR  ANCLE -M-S   IDEG.) 
NOZZLE ANGLE    2S.0   (DEC.) 
NOZZLE WIDTH    0.200   CIN) 
RHO  SUPPLT     0.097694   CIBM/FT3) 
MASS  FLOW RATE    0.1178     (IBM/SEC) 
Cj-PROBE NO.   I 
A-PROBE NO-   t 
+-PROBE NO-   3 
40.00 
TRAVERSE' ANGLE (DEC) 






SPANWISE  DiS-     3..S '.iN) 
PATfl     30. iS    UN-HG) 
TAfl     S8.00   (F) 
PSUPPLY     38.9S   UN-HG) 
TSUPPUr  526.00 (R) 
PROTRACTOR ANGLE -14-S COEG.) 
NOZZLE ANGLE 25-0 (DEC) 
NOZZLE WIDTH    0.200   (IN) 
RHO SUPPU    0.097694   (1BM/FT3) 
MASS  FLOW RATE    0.U78     (IBM/SEC) 
5J-PR08E NO.   1 
A-PROBE NO-   2 
+-PROBE NO.   3 
0.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 40-00 
TRAVERSE  ANGLE (DEC) 











SPANU1SE  OIS-     0-<7S      UN) 
PATH     30- iS   UN-HG) 
TAM     S8.00   CF) 
PSUPPLY     38.9S   UN-HG) 
TSUPPLT     S26-00   (R) 
PROTRACTOR ANGLE -M-S   IDEG.) 
NOZZLE ANGLE    2S.0   (DEC) 
NOZZLE WIDTH     0.200   (IN) 
RHO SUPPLY    0.097694   UBI1/FT3) 
MASS  FLOW RATE    0.1178     U8M/SEC) 
[TJ-PR08E NO.   1 
A-PROBE NO.   2 
+-PROBE NO-   3 
0.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 40-00 
TRAVERSE  ANGLE CDEG.) 





10-00 20-00 30.00 
SPANUtSE   0i£.     3.325      .IN) 
PATH    30. iS   tIN-MC) 
TAM    S8.00   {Fl 
PSUPPLY     36.95   UN-HG) 
TSUPPLY     S36.00   CR) 
PROTRACTOR  ANCLE  -14.S   COEG.) 
NOZZLE  ANGLE    25.0   (DEC.) 
NOZZLE  WIDTH     0-200    (IN) 
RHO SUPPLY     0.097694   (IBM/FT3) 
MASS FLOW RATE    0.U78     CIBM/SEC) 
<g-PROBE  NO.   1 
A-PROBE  NO.   2 
+-PROBE  NO.   3 
40.00 
TRAVERSE ANGLE (DEC) 





SPANUISE  01S.      0.05        C1N) 
PATM     30. IS   UN-HG) 
TAM     S8.00   CF) 
PSUPPLY     38.95    C1N-HC) 
TSUPPLY     526.00   (R) 
PROTRACTOR ANCLE -14.5   IDEG.) 
NOZZLE ANGLE    25.0   (DEC.) 
NOZZLE WIDTH    0.200   (IN) 
RHO SUPPLY    0.097694   C1BH/FT3) 
MASS FLOW RATE    0.1178      CIBM/SEC) 
(JTPROBE NO.   1 
A-PROBE NO.   2 
+-PROBE NO.   3 
0.00 10.00 20-00 30.00 40-00 
TRAVERSE  ANGLE (DEC) 





0.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 
TRAVERSE  ANGLE (DEC) 
SPANUISE OIS -  O.i    UN) 
PATH  30. iS UN-HG) 
TAM S8.00 (F) 
PSUPPLY  38.95 CIN-HG) 
TSUPPLY  S26.00CR) 
PROTRACTOR ANCLE -14.S tDEG.) 
NOZZLE ANGLE    2S-0   tDEG.) 
NOZZLE VIOTM    0.200   CIN) 
RHO SUPPLY     0.097694   U8M/FT3) 
MASS FLOW RATE    0.1178     UBn/SEC) 
Cj-PROSE NO.   1 
A-PROBE  NO.   Z 
+-PROBE NO.   3 
40.00 










SPANWISE  DIS.      O.iS        '.iN) 
PATfl    30. i 5   UN-HG) 
TAtl    S8.00   CF) 
PSUPPLT     38.9S   UN-HG) 
TSUPPLT     S26.00   CR) 
PROTRACTOR ANCLE -14.S   IDEG.) 
NOZZLE ANGLE     2S.0   (OEG.) 
NOZZLE WIDTH     0.200   (IN) 
RHO  SUPPLY    0.097694   U8M/FT3) 
MASS FLOW RATE    0.1178      CIBH/SEC) 
(j-PROBE NO.   1 
A-PR08E NO-   2 
+-PROBE NO.   3 
0.00 10.00 20-00 30.00 40.00 
TRAVERSE  ANGLE (DEC) 




0-00 10.00 20.00 30.00 
TRAVERSE  ANGLECDEG.) 
SPANU1SE  OiS.     0.17S      UN) 
PATM     30. iS   UN-HG) 
TAfl     S8-00   IF) 
PSUPPLT     38.9S   CIN-HG) 
TSUPPLT     526.00   <R) 
PROTRACTOR ANGLE -M.S   (DEC) 
NOZZLE ANGLE    2S.0   COEG.) 
NOZZLE WIDTH    0.200   (IN) 
RHO SUPPLT    0.097694   ClBt1/FT3) 
flASS FLOW RATE    0.1178     CIBM/SEC) 
Cj-PROBE NO.   1 
A-PRDBE NO.   2 
+-PROBE NO.   3 
40.00 











0.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 
SPANU1SE  OiS.     2-.32S      :;."•) 
PATH     30.. 3    '.IN-MO 
TAM     58.30   '.FJ 
PSUPPLT     38.9S   CIN-HG) 
TSUPPLT     S26.00   CR) 
PROTRACTOR ANCLE -14.S   SDEC; 
NOZZLE ANCLE     25.0   (DEC; 
NOZZLE WIDTH     O.iOO   CIN) 
RHO SUPPLY     0.097694   UBM/FT3) 
MASS  FLOW  RATE     0.1178      CiBM/SEC) 
epPROBE NO.   1 
A-PROBE NO.   2 
+-PROBE  NO.   3 
40.00 
PRESS 
TRAVERSE   ANGLE (DEC) 


















1 1 1 1 
SPANWISE  OIS.     0-OS        UN) 
PATH     30. IS   (IN-HC) 
TAfl     SS-00   CF) 
PSUPPLY     38.9S   CIN-HG) 
TSUPPLY     526.00   lR> 
PROTRACTOR ANGLE -14-5   COEC.) 
NOZZLE ANCLE    25.0   (DEC) 
NOZZLE WIDTH    0.200   UN) 
RHO SUPPLY     0.097694   C1BM/FT3) 
MASS  FLOW  RATE     0.1178     (IBM/SEC) 
Cj-PROBE NO.   I 
A-PROBE NO.   2 
+-PROBE NO.   3 
0-00 10.00 20-00 30.00 40-00 
TRAVERSE  ANGLE (DEC) 











SPANUISE  OIS.      0. i UN) 
PATM     30. iS   UN-HG) 
TAM     S8.00   IF) 
PSUPPLY     38.9S    UN-HG) 
TSUPPLT     SZ6.00    CR) 
PROTRACTOR  ANGLE  -14.S   IDEG.) 
NOZZLE ANGLE    2S.0   (OEG.) 
NOZZLE WIDTH    0.200   (IN) 
RHO  SUPPLT     0.097694   ClBn/FT3) 
MASS FLOW RATE    0.1178     (IBM/SEC) 
QJ-PROBE NO-   1 
A-PROBE NO-   Z 
+.-PROBE NO.   3 
0.00 10.00 20-00 30.00 40.00 
TRAVERSE  ANGLECDEG.) 




SPANUISE  OIS-     0.13        UN) 
PATH     30. iS   UN-HG) 
TAM     58.00   CF) 
PSUPPLY     38.95    UN-HG) 
TSUPPLY     526.00   CR) 
PROTRACTOR ANGLE -14.S   CDEG.) 
NOZZLE ANGLE    2S.0   CDEG.) 
NOZZLE WIDTH    0.200   (IN) 
RHO SUPPLY     0.097694   CIBM/FT3) 
MASS FLOW RATE    0.1178     (ISM/SEC) 
C-PROBE NO.   1 
A-PR08E NO.   2 
+-PROBE NO.   3 
0-00 10-00 20-00 30.00 40-00 
TRAVERSE  ANGLECDEG-) 
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i 1 I 1 
SPANWISE 01S.  0.17S  UN) 
PATM  30-iS CIN-HG) 
TAM  S8.00 IF) 
PSUPPLr  38.95 UN-HG) 
TSUPPLY  S26-00 IR) 
PROTRACTOR ANGLE -I4.S CDEG.) 
NOZZLE ANGLE 25.0 COEG.) 
NOZZLE WIDTH 0.200 (IN) 
RHO SUPPLr  0.097694 IIBM/FT3) 
MASS FLOW RATE 0.1178  (IBM/SEC) 
(tj-PROBE NO. 1 
A-PROBE NO. 2 
+.-PROBE NO. 3 
0.00 10.00 20.00 30-00 
TRAVERSE  ANGLE (DEC) 
40-00 




0.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 
TRAVERSE  ANGLE (DEC) 
SPANVISE  Dii ■      J.CES      '.IN) 
PATH     30.15    CIN-MG) 
TAM     58.00    CF) 
PSUPPLT     38.9S    UN-HG) 
TSUPPLT    S26.00   CR) 
PROTRACTOR ANCLE -14.S   (DEC; 
NOZZLE ANGLE     2S.0   (DEC) 
NOZZLE WIDTH     0.200..UN) 
RHO  SUPPLT     0.097694    UBM/FT3) 
MASS  FLOW RATE    0.1178     UBM/SEC) 
QJ-PROBE NO.   1 
A-PROBE NO.   2 
+-PROBE NO-   3 
40.00 




SPANVISE  DiS.     0.05        (IN) 
PATM     30. IS   UN-HG) 
TAM     S8.00   (F) 
PSUPPLY     38.9S   UN-HO 
TSUPPIT     S26.00   CRJ 
PROTRACTOR  ANCLE  -14-S   (DEC) 
NOZZLE ANGLE    2S.0   (OEG.) 
NOZZLE WIDTH    0.200   (IN) 
RHO SUPPLT    0.097694   (tBfl/FT3) 
MASS FLOW RATE    0.1178     (IBM/SEC) 
g-PROBE NO.   1 
A-PROBE NO.   3 
+-PROBE NO.   3 
0.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 40.00 
TRAVERSE  ANGLE (DEC) 





















0.00 10-00 20.00 30.00 
TRAVERSE ANGLE CDEG.) 
SPANUISE  OIS.     O.i C1N) 
PATH     30. iS    UN-HG) 
TAM     58.00   (F) 
PSUPPLY     38. 9S   UN-HG) 
TSUPPLY     S36.00   CR) 
PROTRACTOR  ANGLE -14.S   (OEG.) 
NOZZLE ANGLE    2S.0   CDEG.) 
NOZZLE  WIDTH     0.200    (IN) 
RHO SUPPLT     0.097694   UBM/FT3) 
MASS FLOW RATE    0.1178     (IBM/SEC) 
CfPROBE NO.   1 
A-PROBE NO.   Z 
+-PROBE NO.   3 
40.00 




0.00 10.00 20 ..00 30-00 
TRAVERSE  ANGLE (DEC) 
SPANUISE  CIS.     O.'.S        UN) 
PATH     30. IS   UN-HG) 
TAH    S8.00   CF> 
PSUPPLY     38.95    UN-HG) 
TSUPPLY     526.00   CR) 
PROTRACTOR ANGLE  -14.5   <OEG.) 
NOZZLE  ANGLE    2S-0   (DEG.) 
NOZZLE  WIDTH    0.200   (IN) 
RHO SUPPLY    0-097694   C1BM/FT3) 
MASS  FLOW RATE     0.1178     UBn/SEC) 
Gj-PROBE  NO.   1 
A-PROBE  NO-   2 
+-PROBE  NO.   3 
40.00 




SPANWISE  01 S.     0 - i 7"S      CiN) 
PATM     30. iS    UN-HG) 
TAM     Sfi.00   IF) 
PSUPPLT     38.95   UN-HG) 
TSUPPLY     526.00   CR) 
PROTRACTOR  ANCLE -14-S   tOEC.) 
NOZZLE ANCLE    2S.0   (OEC.) 
NOZZLE  WIDTH     0-200   (IN) 
RHO SUPPLY     0.097694   CIBN/FT3) 
MASS FLOW RATE    0.11?8     (IBM/SEC) 
QJ-PROBE NO-   1 
A-PROBE NO-   2 
+-PROBE NO-   3 
0.00 10.00 20.00 30-00 40.00 
TRAVERSE  ANGLECDEG.) 
























NOZZLE WIDTH 0-iCD   '.IN) 
NOZZLE ANGLE  2S.0   ;DEG.: 
Q-PROSE NO.   i 
A.-PR0SE NO.   c 
+.-PROSE NO.   3 
PSUPPLY     36.45UN-HG) 
0.00 .05 .10 .    • IS 





0.00 .05 .10 .15 
SPANWISE   DISTANCE CIN.) 
NOZZLE WIDTH o.4oo  :;NJ 
NOZZLE ANGLE 2S-0 '.DEC: 
A-PRC8E NO. 2 















•OS .10 .15 










NOZZLE  WIDTH  0-iOC    AH) 
NOZZLE  ANGLE  2S.0    :0E5.: 
Q-PROSE NO.   ; 
A-PR03E NO.   2 
+-PROSE  NO-   3 
PSUPPLY     3S."Sc;N-HS) 
0.00 .05 .10 -IS 





NOZZLE  WIDTH  0 ■ ZOO    :"iN) 
NOZZLE  ANGLE  25.0    :DES.: 
<g-PROBE  NO.   i 
A-PROBE NO- * 
+-PROBE NO- J 
PSUPPLY    38.«S:;N-MG; 
0-00 -OS .10 . i 5 
SPANWISE   DISTANCE (IN.) 
■ 20 
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NOZZLE WIDTH 0.203 '.IN) 
NOZZLE ANGLE 2S.0 '.DEC1 
Q-PR03E NO. i 
A-PROSE NO. 2 
+-PROBE NO. 3 
PSUPPLT  38'4S UN-HG) 
.05        .10        .15 
SPANW1SE   DISTANCE (IN.) 
■ 20 
■171' 
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